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“Not the old, not the new, but the necessary!” [n1]

 – Vladimir Tatlin -  1920



“Thou, nature art my goddess. To thy law my services are bound.” [nr 2]

– William Shakespeare – 1605
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Fig. 1. Brussels 
Heaviness 
vs. 
Lightness.

At the Poelaertsquare in Brussels on top of the Zavelberg stands the new design for the Belgian 
Supreme Court. The design intends to reflect a contemporary vision on justice and sustainability 
in built form.
Justice and Sustainability posses a chiasmic relation, in our contemporary society ever changing and 
adapting. My research observes the contemporary architecture in governmental institutions and 
concludes that there appears to be a disconnection with society in terms of scale and architectural 
language. A special case is the Palace of Justice in Brussels by Joseph Poelaert, nicknamed ‘The 
Mastodon’. The Mastodon suggests heaviness, I propose to conceive the opposite, an architecture 
of lightness.
Lightness itself appears to be suited for the architecture of the supreme court after theoretical 
testing. In fact lightness goes beyond the suggestion of ‘transparency’ in law poised by Dutch 
magistrates.

In order to construct the concept of lightness theories of interaction and lightweight design are 
applied to come to a design. Both theories incorporated into a single language of shape. With the 
design I plead for giving space back to the city and society in the form of viewing decks, public 
space and infrastructure. 
I had the desire to show that a governmental institute can have positive impact on its surroundings 
as well, and be architectural and sustainably justified. The resulting design is materialized in a 
mixture of timber, steel and concrete in a way that load paths and spatial structural behaviour 
are optimized, and that is accounted for dismounting the structure in the structural connections. 
Previous described strategies respond to one of the main sustainability challenges that intends to 
reduce the buildings embodied energy and CO2 as much as possible.

Constructing lightness is a master thesis conducted simultaneously in Architecture and Structural 
Design. The title intends to reflect this combination and at the same time reflect on the duality of 
making and experiencing space, lightness and lightweight.

Abstract
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5The following master thesis concludes a period of six years at Eindhoven University of Technology 
where I followed both a master degree in Structural Design as well as in Architecture.

I consider structural design and architectural design as one. I believe structural Design and 
architectural Design cannot be seen separate simply by the effect that they have to merge into  a 
building design. I believe it is up to ourselves to define our lives, give meaning to it and argue for 
particular perspectives. What I argue for is interdisciplinary and integration.

“I do not like ducts; I do not like pipes. I hate them really thoroughly, but because I hate them so thoroughly, 
I feel they have to be given their place. If I just hated them and took no care, I think they would invade the 
building and completely destroy it.” [n 3]
– Louis Kahn – 1973

The above quote of Louis Kahn shows Kahn’s attitude in relation to other building disciplines. 
Kahn acknowledges of the needs of these disciplines as well as their dangers and decided to take 
control.

Starting from the Renaissance ‘Uomo Univerales” Leonardo Da Vinci proved great potential in the 
combination of arts, science and engineering. However, contemporary practice is more complex 
and dispersed in specialisations, an integrative potential still exists. Unlike Leonardo Da Vinci 
we cannot master all the professions that he did in the Renaissance. By now, let alone reading all 
literature available from the professions that Da Vinci is the ancestor of, would be impossible, or it 
would occupy a person for decades. In a way, this thesis can be seen as a cross-disciplinary research 
in justice and sustainability, from the perspectives and specializations in which I aspire to become 
master, Structural Design & Architecture.

Architecture & Structural Design
Preface





7The Studio “Architecture, Justice and Sustainability”, was divided in two parts. Starting with the “M3 
research phase” [l 1] in which a collective research was performed into the concepts of justice and 
sustainability related to architectural design. The result of this M3 research phase consists of three 
books. One considering the concepts behind justice & sustainability, the second a typological 
analysis into supreme courts and “sustainable buildings”. The last is a site analysis together with a 
detailed site model of the location for the building in Brussels.

In the final part of the graduation, an individual research and design is performed. This graduation 
report contains the results.

Part 1 describes how the graduation brief of our architectural design & theory studio is interpreted. 
Subsequently this part explains how personal observations on the topic of governmental institutes 
give rise to a problem statement and hypothesis about “Disconnected Governmental Institutions”. Part 
1 marks the start of the research track 1 in the topic of “interaction”.

Part 2 “Research” elaborates through a literature study on the topics of “interaction” and “lightweight”. 
The first topic of “interaction” has the focus of finding concepts to improve the governmental 
institute its interaction and social position, through theories of “events” & “congestion”.
The second topic “lightweight”, makes up the second initial research track in this thesis. The topic 
of “lightweight” started out as a personal interest for the topic of lightweight structures in structural 
engineering. In the literature study on lightweight structures is elaborated on its theories, its state 
of the art, and how exactly lightweight structures relate to sustainability.

Part 3 “Theory” explains how the two separate research tracks of “interaction” and “lightweight” result 
in an architectural narrative concerning lightness. The concept of lightness is tested whether it fits 
with the idea of justice. In the second chapter of part 3, namely “sculpture” it is explained how the 
concepts of lightness and interaction come together into a single language of shape.

Part 4 presents the final product with floor plans, elevations, sections, perspectives, construction 
drawings and explanations as to how the theoretical ideas described in part 3 “theory” result in an 
architecture of lightness.

Part 5 gives the conclusion and thereafter a discussion and reflection on the master thesis.

Part 6 lists all consulted and used literature, notes, images, illustrations and drawings.

Reading Guide
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Fig. 3. Thesis 
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In figure [f 2] on the left, the previously described process is visualized.

However, what remains to be said is that the way in which you will find the material structured 
and written down in the book is not the way how the process of the past year went. This process 
was multi-linear as opposed to linear and therefore not as causal as depicted on the left figure.

The figure [f 3] below shows an aggregation of concepts that form a complex interconnected 
network or “swarm”. Over the course of the year a way is sought through this “swarm” which initially 
started from the concepts of “Architecture, Justice & Sustainability” with the addition in my case of 
“Structural Design”.

The figure on the left, shows the same concepts but then for how the book is structured. It is highly 
possible that another author would rearrange the concepts differently. It was felt necessary too 
present the thesis its structure in a clear way due to the many concepts involved.
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15Justice & Sustainability, one does not exist without the other, concluded in the preliminary research 
performed by the graduation studio “Architecture, Justice & Sustainability”. One could actually 
argue that Justice and Sustainability can be explained in a way which is chiasmic, one defines the 
other. By being sustainable one is just. And by being just one is sustainable [l 1]. Sustainability is 
just and justice delivers a sustainable society. Justice and sustainability are two sides of the same 
medal. Is this chiasmic attitude however expressed in our governmental institutions? And are these 
governmental institutions just and sustainable, or both neither?

Justice and sustainability are both relevant, more now than ever before. We live in an age of 
populism which contests the judicial institutions in their true allegiance. In 2015 for instance the 
state of the Netherlands got sued because of negligence in its sustainability policies, the convict 
was that the state should live up to a higher set of sustainability goals [l 2].

Architecture, Structural Engineering, Sustainability and Justice are when practised correctly 
conversations between professionals. Conversations which lead to a well-argued and therefore 
justified decision as to how to respond to a particular question in discussion.
These discussions can test the codes or theories of practice of the particular field and lead to further 
development and refinement of these. These codes and theories are: the law, building regulations, 
Eurocode for structural calculations and sustainability theories or narratives.

Justice and sustainability are closely linked and relevant, something that can be observed in the 
Syria conflict for example as well. In an interview Bernie Saunders ex-presidential candidate for 
the United States, says the following about the relationship between climate change and terrorism. 

“If we are going to see an increase in drought and flooding and extreme weather disturbances as a result 
of climate change, what that means is that peoples all over the world are going to be fighting over limited 
natural resources.” [n4] - Bernie Saunders - 2015

Sadly, as we all know Syria is not the only contemporary case where environmental stress leads to 
a humanitarian disaster.

Architecture, Justice & Sustainability
Introduction





17During the preliminary research a road trip was organized by our graduation studio. Various 
judicial and sustainability sites were visited such as the European Parliament in Strasbourg, the 
European Investment Bank and the European Supreme Court.
 
The experience I had when I encountered the institutions on our road trip, was that they were so 
unapproachable. I thought of these buildings as comets in the landscape, with a crater around it  
which forms the security perimeter. 
Six case studies were conducted into the scales and contexts of governmental institutions, in 
order to elaborate on the previously described experience. For each case a plan was drawn, figure 
[f6] on the next page. These plans show the various footprints of the buildings of ‘governmental 
institutions’ in order to compare these buildings to their surroundings, and as well with respect to 
the city centres.

In parallel the selection of case studies is also analysed in an axonometric view in figure [f7] on 
page [p 19]. This analysis in axonometric view was performed in order to gain knowledge about the 
grain size of the built form(s).

Disconnected  Governmental Institutions
Problem Statement
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Fig. 5. Situation Maps 
Institutions in 
Context

City Centre Outskirts
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b)

c)

d)

e)

f )
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Fig. 6. Axonometric 
analysis 
Institutions in 
Context
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21Impressive is the sheer size of the institutions compared to the city centres they are placed outside 
of. The two institutions in Luxembourg are almost bigger than the city centre of Luxembourg. 
Strasbourg shows us the devoidness of scale, the European Parliament is placed directly next to a 
residential area.

From a smaller grain size and in an urban context are the Supreme Courts of Belgium, Rome and 
the Dutch town ‘s Hertogenbosch. In the smaller scales of Rome, ‘s Hertogenbosch and Brussel I 
suggest that here as well the previously described ‘crater’ effect exists.

From the analysis, it can be concluded that the institutes seem to have a disconnection with their 
environments, both socially an architecturally. This disconnection is due to their size, secondly due 
to the exterior space and third due to their security thresholds. The exterior spaces surrounding 
the institutions (with the exception of ‘s Hertogenbosch and Rome) seem to have no clear function 
and are kept open for reasons of security, if not enclosed or fenced. With the examined European 
institutions, the European Central Bank and the European Supreme Court this is not most 
remarkable, since they are placed outside the city. However, with Poelaert’s Palace of Justice this is 
not the case, it is in the city’s five corner inner ring.

This leaves me with the question, as to how to deal with this apparent disconnection between a 
governmental institute and the society it serves.
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Fig. 7. View on the 
regentschapstraat

Poelaert’s Palace of Justice was commissioned by King Leopold II, also known as “Builder King”. 
King Leopold II wanted to surpass Paris with Brussels architecture. With the help of his private 
colony in Congo he could finance these projects [l 3]. King Leopold II gave minister of justice 
Victor Tesch the task to appoint an architect for the design of the new Palace of Justice [l4]. As we 
now know the eventual architect was Joseph Poelaert. His answer for the request for more specific 
plans was:

“If you are not satisfied, I will turn my back on you. Note that it is about an artwork” [n 5]  
- Joseph Poelaert - 1860 

Joseph Poelaert received carte blanche in financing the project.  In Poelaert’s design iterations the 
dome grew in height, starting from approximately 70 meters, to 97.5 meters and ending at 105.5 
meters. After the destruction of the dome at the end of World War II the dome was restored 2.5 

The Mastodon
Poelaert’s Palace of Justice
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Fig. 8. Tower 
growth over 
time

meters higher up to 108 meters [l4]. 
In figure [f9] above this process is visualized 
using original drawings from the Brussels city 
archives. 

For Poelaert’s Palace of Justice residents of the 
Marollen had to leave their houses in order 
to make space for Poelaert’s Palace. Not only 
from angry former residents Poelaert’s Palace 
received critique. Before Poelaert’s Palace was 
completed critique was expressed, also by 
fellow architects.

“Cyclopical architecture sprouted from the 
imagination of a dwarf, without knowledge of the 
human scale.”  [n6] - Victor Horta - 1880

Charles Buls, mayor of Brussels at the time 
made a comparison of two Flemish architects, 
Joseph Poelaert and Hendrik Beyaert.

“The Poelaert was more fiery than the second, but 
that one was then again a better drawer. Poelaert 
had more features of a painter-decorator; he 
designed cyclopical structures like Piranesi and 
conceived exuberant forms, proprietary to Rubens; 
because of this he was thoroughly Flemish. The 
engineers and sculptors who had to assist him, 
had the greatest difficulty in making the structure 
with excessively large spans constructible. Just as 
the heavy cantilevering frames which he feverishly 
sketched on paper. The contrast could not have been 
more striking with Beyaert, whose plans were very 
well taken care of construction drawings; every 
detail was clearly and definitively indicated.” [n7] 
- Charles Buls – 1897 

On a visit to Poelaert’s Palace of Justice it is 
revealed what Charles Buls meant in his article. 
The figures [f9] to [f 13] show a selection of 
architectural elements and views.

+70 Meters +105.5 Meters +108 Meters
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Fig. 9. Ascending the Salle 
de pas Perdues

Fig. 10. Entrance 
of Supreme 

Court (in 
disuse)

Fig. 11. Entrance
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Fig. 12. Dome in Scaffolding



26 Walking throught the building I found it 
veryastonishing, and enormous. I wondered 
with which madness it was built.

The point of Charles Buls about tremendous 
spans and structural engineering effort 
becomes clear when the tower is ascended. 
Solid natural stone columns and story heights 
of steel beams become visible (figures [f 14] 
and [f 15]).

It is clear that the locals have a reason to call 
Poelaert’s Palace “De Mastodont” in English “The 
Mastodon”, from now on Poelaert’s Palace of 
Justice is called “The Mastodon” here as well. A 
Mastodon, or ‘Mammut’ is an extinct elephant 
species from more than a million years ago. 
In a tectonic analysis from the M3 preliminary 
research the structural rationale as well as its 
Mastodon like scale become clear, figure [f 16].

Fig. 13. Natural 
stone 
& Steel 
Structure

Fig. 14. Person 
high double 
web steel 
beam
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Fig. 15. Section 
of the 
Mastodon
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Not only in terms of material use and structural 
effort the Mastodon is unparalleled, it is also 
in terms of space and location.

In figures [f 16] and [f 17] can be seen how the 
Mastodon dominates the skyline of Brussels, 
from different locations in Brussels. Figure 
[f 18] shows the front façade of the Mastodon.

Joseph Stübben describes in 1880 how the 
Mastodon rests majestically on a pedestal, 
with the whole lower city of Brussels on its 
foreground. [l 3]. That point however,  is taken 
in doubt here. 

Because of its described scale and structural 
effort, the building gives me the impression 
that it is quite heavy instead of majestic. 

Fig. 16. View from 
a street in 
Brussels

Fig. 17. View from the 
Marollen Flea 
Market
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Fig. 18. Front 
Facade 
Mastodon



Natural  Stone 59.146 [m3]
76 [m]

76 [m]

76 [m]

Masonry 380.082 [m3]

30

Fig. 19. Stone in 
use in the 
Mastodon

Opposed to suggesting heaviness like the 
Mastodon, a judicial building with the function 
of a Supreme Court of Justice can also suggest 
lightness. The suggestion of lightness will 
provide answers on the apparent disconnection 
between governmental institutions and society.
To cope with the Mastodons its heaviness a 
start is made with a six centuries old maxim, 
Ockham’s Razor:

Non sunt multiplicanda entia sine 
necessitate!
Entities must not be multiplied 
without necessity! [n8]

- William of Ockham - 14th Century 

Ockham’s Razor suggests that we should not 
use more ‘entities’ than needed, arguing that 
if one achieve the same with less than in that 
case less is always better. Arguably so one of 
the oldest sustainability maxims around.
The entities used as input for Ockham’s 
Razor (the central maxim of this thesis)
are use of materials and space, those that I 
believe make up for the Mastodon’s heaviness. 
When all masonry and natural stone used for 

constructing the Mastodon is stacked on top of 
each other on the Poelaertsquare. The stack of 
solid material would end up being a solid cube 
with ribs of each being 76 meters in length 
[l 3]. In figure [f 19] below the cube of solid 
stone is visualized in the context, as well with 
people for scale reference. The same is done in 
figure [f 21] but then for the
Mastodons footprint. The red area outside the 
Mastodon exists out of parking spaces. These 
figures start to mean something when they 
are put in perspective next to the supreme 
courts of the Netherlands and Germany which 
were visited. These are “De Hoge Raad” in The 
Hague and the “Bundesverfassungsgericht” in 
Karlsruhe. The data of, average volume per 
square meter, average material volume per 
square meter and average footprint per square 
meter are shown in a diagram in figure [f 20] 
as well with the used data and their sources in 
the table [t 1] below. The Mastodon with an 
average floor to floor height of approximate 
22 meters of which 7.2 meters solid structure 
is unprecedented, especially when seen next 
to the “Bundesverfassungsgericht” and “De hoge 
Raad”.

Central Maxim
Hypothesis
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The Mastodon
Brussels
Belgium

Bundesverfassungsger icht
Kar lsruhe
Germany

De Hoge Raad
The Hague
The Nether lands

Solid 
Material
Footprint

NIA Area [M2] 60325 (1) 10086 11509

Brutto Volume [M2]
( f rom 3D mode l s ) 

1347194

(Underground volume approximated)

64274 66560

Average height [M/M2] 22.33 +/- 3 6.37 5.78

Mater ia l  volume  [M3] 439228 (2)

(Only masonry and natural stone, 

steel is excluded)

-

(Assumed value)

-

(Assumed value)

Average Construct ion 
[M/M2]
mater ia l  per  uni t  f l oor

7.2 0.6 0.6

Footpr int  [M2 land/M2 
NIA]

0.7 1.7 0.2

31

Fig. 20. Comparison 
of Space & 

Materials

Fig. 21. Urban 
Footprint

Table 1. Material 
and space per 

building
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Theme 1:

INTERACTION



2.1

Theme 1:

INTERACTION
In order to cope with the apparent “disconnection” of governmental institutions and the usages of 
space as discovered in the previous chapter, a literature research has conducted. This literature 
research is performed into theories that could become drivers in the upcoming architectural 
theory and design. This theory and design is in order to make the relation between city/society 
and supreme court/judges less “disconnected”. The first research theme for this reason is called 
“interaction”, as that will be the desired effect of applied theories.

Investigated theories can be divided among two categories, theories of “congestion” and theories of 
“events”.
 
The analysis of especially the European Institutions: the European Central Bank, European 
Investment Bank and lastly the European Supreme Court suggest an institution outside of the city, 
placed on a piece of land which is almost like a blank piece of paper. The result is comparable to 
one of the specifications that Rem Koolhaas gives on generic cities. [l4]

“The Generic City, like a sketch which is never elaborated, is not improved but abandoned. The idea of 
layering, intensification, completion are alien to it: it has no layers. Its next layer takes place somewhere 
else, either next door – that can be the size of a country – or even elsewhere altogether.” [n9]
– Rem Koolhaas - 1995

In this case, the sites of European institutions are unlayered, and can as well be placed somewhere 
else. In line with Koolhaas his piece, the European Central Bank seems most applicable, a highly 
dense tower as well with empty surroundings.
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Theories of Events and Congestion
Interaction

The opposite of unlayered and un-dense would be Koolhaas’s ideas about congestion. Koolhaas 
celebrates concepts of Congestion in his book Delirious New York [l 5]. Case studies, as well 
unbuilt and built are used in Delirious New York to argue for congestion. 

“On each floor, the culture of congestion will arrange new and exhilarating human activities in unprecedented 
combinations. Through Fantastic Technology it will be possible to reproduce all “situations” from the most 
natural to the most artificial - wherever and whenever desired.” [n 10]
- Rem Koolhaas - 1978

However how does one achieve this dense and multi-layered experience which is own to the culture 
of congestion in Manhattan. Koolhaas was not designing back at the time of writing Delirious New 
York. That leaves us only at the point that we know the culture of congestion could be conceived 
positive.

An architect and theorist who tries to explain his acts is Bernard Tschumi. It is assumed here 
that events and the culture of congestion have strong ties since their common factor is one of an 
increase in human interaction. Tschumi’s main point is to focus on events and actions inside and 
around buildings.

“The static notions of form and function long favoured by architectural discourse need to be replaced by 
attention to the actions that occur inside and around buildings – to the movement of bodies, to activities, to 
aspirations; in short, to the properly social and political dimension of architecture.” [n 11]
- Bernard Tschumi - 1991 

Tschumi does admit that it is not only about the events, but the integral and complex composition 
of built reality as well.

“If architecture is both concept and experience, space and use, structure and superficial image – non - 
hierarchically – then architecture should cease to separate these categories and instead merge them into 
unprecedented combinations of programs and spaces.” [n 12]

In order to do so Tschumi suggests devices which will lead to the desired effects, that are cross-
fertilization and increased human interaction. The described devices are trans-programming, dis-
programming and cross-programming. Defined as:
“Cross-programming: Using a given spatial configuration for a program not intended for it that is, using a 
church building for bowling.”
“Dis-programming: Combining two or more programs, whereby a required spatial configuration of program 
A contaminates program B and B’s possible configuration.”
“Trans-programming: combining two programs, regardless of their incompatibilities, together with their 
respective spatial configurations.” [n 13]
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Fig. 23. Carceri XVI - 
State 1

Fig. 24. Carceri XVI - 
State 2

Strategies with program are a start in Tschumi’s ideas about event architecture. Tschumi’s aim is 
to achieve “a rich texture of experiences that redefine urban actuality” [n 14] by using ‘urban generators” 
explained as architectural systems that are actual catalysts for every kind of activity or function. 
In his book series “Event Cities 1” up to  “Event Cities 4” Tschumi tries to prove his hypothesis with 
a selection of built and unbuilt designs. [l6]

Tschumi defines on top of his devices several strategies as to how to incorporate the ideas on about 
program. One of these strategies is the relation between void and solid. Where the carving of 
private volumes is used to incorporate public or semi-public spaces. This carved in void becomes 
public and is open for appropriation and potentialities described as events. The described voids by 
Tschumi are often spaces of in-between, spaces that are not part of the brief and program.

Subsequently Tschumi describes a concept of “activators” which are additional public functions 
that populate the created voids. By the use of these activators the number of users is intensified and 
therefore the density of movements increased. Another strategy of Tschumi is the “in-between” in 
this strategy Tschumi proposes the use of the building envelop, where the envelop is divided in two 
layers. The space between the two layers of envelop is created as an unprogrammed space used for 
the movements of crowds, arguing that these movements generate uncommon and unpredictable 
events of their own. [l7].

A reference often made by architects is too Giovanni Battista Piranesi’s etchings of Carceri. In the 

above figures [f 23, f 24] two of Piranesi’s etchings of these Carceri can be seen. The Carceri, are 
imaginary prisons intended as depictions of hell, a suggestion of an endless congested space with 
no escape, no daylight.
The etchings give us a deep vista into a space with numerous bridges, a routing space. On these 
bridges people walk and supposedly connections are made which serve as a base for unplanned 
interaction and encounters.
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Case studies of Interaction

A set of case studies are conducted with the ideas of congestion and events in mind. These case 
studies namely, the Berlin Haupthbahnhof by Architekten von Gerkan Marg und Partner, the 
London City hall by Foster + Partners and the Norddeutsche Landesbank by Behnisch Architekten 
are selected on the bases that they possess similar programmatical and contextual complexities. 
These complexities are in the sense that their contexts are metropolitan, they are layered in their 
architecture and there is an attention for public program. The following two spreads display the 
projects with sketched diagram sections and axonometries in order to abstract the case studies.
The case studies of the Norddeutsche Landesbank and the London City hall are more elaborated 
than the other two and are given representative photographs of the public spaces with on top of 
that a representation of the floor plan. 



Bui lding: Ber l in Haupthbahnhof/Lehrter Bahnhof 
Locat ion: Ber l in
Architect:  Architekten von Gerkan Marg und Partner
Structural  Engineer:  Schlaich Bergermann Partner gmbh
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Case studies of congestion

Bui lding: Kunsthal
Locat ion: Rotterdam
Architect:  OMA
Structural  Engineer:  ARUP

Fig. 25. Sections Berlin 
Hbf

Fig. 26. Section 
Kunsthal
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Fig. 27. Axonometric 
Berlin Hbf

Fig. 28. Axonometric 
Kunsthal



Bui lding: London City hal l
Locat ion: London
Architect:  Foster + Partners
Structural  Engineer:  ARUP
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Bui lding: Norddeutsche Landesbank am Fr iedr ichswal l
Locat ion: Hannover
Architect:  Behnisch Architekten
Structural  Engineer:  Pfefferkorn Ingenieure

Case studies of congestion

Fig. 29. Section London 
City Hall

Fig. 30. Section 
Norddeutsche 
Landesbank
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Fig. 31. Axonometric 
London City 

Hall

Fig. 32. Axonometric  
Norddeutsche 

Landesbank
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London City Hall

Fig. 33. Event Space at 
the Lndon City 
Hall 1

Fig. 34. Event Space at 
the Lndon City 
Hall 2
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Fig. 35. Council Room 
London City 

Hall

Fig. 36. Floor Plan -1 
London City 

Hall
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Norddeutsche Landesbank am Friedrichswall

Fig. 37. Courtyard 
Space 
Norddeutsche 
Landesbank

Fig. 38. Entrance 
Norddeutsche 
Landesbank
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Fig. 39. Overview 
Norddeutsche 

Landesbank

Fig. 40. Floor plan +1 
Norddeutsche 

Landesbank



48 Berlin Haupthbahnhof/Lehrter Bahnhof – Architekten von Gerkan Marg und Partner – Schlaich 
Bergermann Partner gmbh
What makes this an interesting case study is the creation of a void through which infrastructure 
and routes are pierced. The void is left void and only intersected with walkways and train tracks, 
in this way long vistas are permitted. This building is almost like a materialized Piranesi drawing.

Kunsthal – OMA - ARUP
Interesting here is the cut through the building to bridge the height difference that exists on the 
site of the plot.

London City hall – Foster + Partners – ARUP
This project has a public route through the building, the route gives access to a viewing platform in 
the top of the building. Besides this route, the exterior provides an empty public space. This public 
space, “The Scoop” is designed like a terrace and gets populated by theatre events in summer as can 
be seen on figure [f 33] and [f 34]. In the floor plan on figure [f 36] it can be seen how “The Scoop” 
is integrated into the floor plan of the city hall.

Norddeutsche Landesbank am Friedrichswall – Behnisch Architekten – Pfefferkorn Ingenieure
This project for a German Bank consists of a ring of offices with an inner courtyard which is 
public. The volume of the functions is lifted above the ground floor and a central tower inside the 
courtyard connects the far sides of the ring of offices with bridges. As a citizen walking there you 
will receive a rich experience since all sorts of vistas give you impressions of the bank.

As a summary, the previous described concepts are sketched for each building in figure [f41].

Case studies of interaction
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Fig. 41. Concluding 
Principles

Tunnel

Void & Route

Vistas & Density

Event Spaces
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Theme 2:

L IGHTWEIGHT
The second research theme within this thesis is that of lightweight. The research theme of lightweight 
started out from a personal interest in the use of state of the art computational methods to achieve 
more efficient structures. Generally speaking, those processes are reducing the amount of material 
used and therefore the weight as well. In practice, these principles are not so much applied in our 
built environment, rather in aeroplane and Formula 1 designs. Within these industries, every ounce 
of material can reduce fuel expenses, increase speed and therefore efficiency and performance.
The central maxim Ockham’s Razor in this thesis very much starts to make sense here. This is 
possible because, less material is always better since it makes the structure more economical. Very 
much so this is therefore a talk about efficiency and redundancy. If we can do the same with less 
than what is left out was redundant. By removing the redundant what is left with becomes more 
efficient.
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Fig. 42. Pravda 
Building - 
Competition 
entry from the 
Vesnin Brothers

Fig. 43. Tatlin’s Tower 
in Paris

Fig. 44. Tatlin’s Tower 
force diagram
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Efficiency and redundancy, Russian Constructivism
Lightweight

“Constructed from the principle of the straight line and the geometric curve and from the principle of 
economy, that is to say with a maximum of effect.” [n 15]
-Alexander Vesnin - 1922
Alexandr Vesnin was an architect and writer of Russian constructivism and theorized about 
efficiency and buildings. Vesnin compared the design of buildings with the design of machines, 
in which every part is a to a shape and specific material a materialised force. That force possesses 
in that given system a specific and effective necessary role, one of which the shape and material 
cannot be changed at random without infecting the total system. [l 11]
In Vesnin’s competition for the Pravda building of 1924 (figure [f42]) Vesnin’s theory can be seen 
applied. The Pravda building consists of a steel skeleton with bracings (the crosses) in tension for 
lateral stability. In Vesnin’s design, structure and architecture melt and combine into something 
new, something efficient.

Vesnin was not alone in his effort, before from 1919 to 1920 Tatlin, an artist and architect designed 
the now famous “Monument to the Third International” [l 12]. Tatlin was not an engineer but argued 
that through intuitive control of material and shape its result would be constructible. [l 13]. 
Lissitzky described Tatlin’s and others constructivist efforts: 

“The strife for a new building culture to make volumes lighter and to have inside and outside penetrating 
each other, is expressed here.” [n 16]
El Lissitzky - 1930

In Russian constructivism, there were also those that did not feel the necessity to include structures 
in their design considerations. Such as Leonidov with his design for the Lenin Institute.
 “Leonidov raises his shoulders with similar questions. Calculations – he says – are for technicians, and 
if there are no appropriate materials, the technicians will invent them. - Even if one would arrive to the 
conclusion that this plan can be executed with the means technology currently possesses, the expenses would 
be criminally high. But this aspect was not to the interest of the creators.” [n 22] – Mordvinov - 1930

The fact that Leonidov’s Lenin institute and similar designs never got built or made it into a model 
of larger scale already proves Mordvino’s point.
Lissitzky in his “proun” is fierce in his critique: “Forms that are not structural, do not move, don’t 
stand – but fall; they are disasters.” [n 23]. In the book “Unbuildable Tatlin?!” a group of researchers 
from Vienna validates Tatlins hypothesis, whether the monument of the third national was really 
buildable. In figure [f43] a photomanipulation can be seen conducted in their research which 
juxtaposes Tatlin’s tower (“Monument to the Third International”) next to that of Eifel, we can observe 
a clear difference in density of the steel structures.
Figure [f44] shows us a computer output of the computational model that is used to show that 
the design is buildable. However, in their research they do not provide structural details nor 
foundation drawings. Due to the asymmetric attitude of the sculpture this has considerable effects 
on the foundations. [l 12]





Fig. 45. Frei Otto  City
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Scales of Lightweight structures

The structures poised by Russian constructivist architects were only a start. One could argue that 
the John Hancock Centre is Russian Constructivism in built form. Other structures in which 
material efficiency becomes built expression are cable stayed bridges and domes such as the Eden 
Project. A sketch in figure [f45] below by Frei Otto shows us a city under a tensile roof. One can 
ask oneself, are there efficient structures, lightweight structures of smaller scales?
On the next page a set of reference projects of lightweight structures are collaged onto the site of 
the upcoming building design.



Building: The Eden Project
Location: Cornwall
Architect:  Grimshaw
Structural  Engineer:  Anthony hunt & Associates

Building: The Mil lenium Dome
Location: London
Architect:  Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners
Structural  Engineer:  BuroHappold

Building: Munich Olympiastadion
Location: Munich
Architect:  Behnisch Architekten & Frei  Otto
Structural  Engineer:  Schlaich Bergermann Partner

Building: Medina Piazza Shading
Location: Medina
Architect:  SL-Rasch gmbh
Structural  Engineer:  SL-Rasch gmbh

“Irrespective of scale, lightweight design means savings on the mass of material deployed” [n22]
Werner Sobek - 2010
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Building: ILEK institute
Location: Stuttgart
Architect:  Frei  Otto
Structural  Engineer:  Frei  Otto

Building: ITKE/ICD Pavi l ions
Location: Stuttgart
Architects:  ITKE/ICD
Structural  Engineer:  ITKE/ICD

Scale x4:Scale x4:

Building: Munich Aviary
Location: Munich
Architect:  Frei  Otto
Structural  Engineer:  BuroHappold

Building: London Museum Courtyard Roof
Location: London
Architect:  Fosters & Partners
Structural  Engineer:  BuroHappold

“Irrespective of scale, lightweight design means savings on the mass of material deployed” [n22]
Werner Sobek - 2010
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Fig. 46. Scales of 
Lightweight 

Structures 
Collage
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Fig. 47. Vein

Fig. 48. Bone Structure

Fig. 49. Plant Veins



59What the previous collages tell us is that lightweight structures are indeed irrespective of scale.
Frei Otto, one of the most notable figures in lightweight design shows us in fact that lightweight 
design occurs on macro as well as micro scales in nature.

“Animals, plants and micro-organisms are living structures. As a result of a long process of evolution, 
they are able to transfer forces with a relatively low mass. The evolution to constructive efficiency is the 
“lightweight construction principle”
“All objects in nature and technics which bear the stamp of the ‘lightweight construction principle’ show 
connections with living nature. These are also termed ‘natural structures’.” [n 19] 
- Frei Otto – 1983

In the figures [f47] and [f48] on the left page we can see a selection of photographs from Frei 
Otto’s research in biological structures.
A flower can be seen in figure [f49] the venation of veins provides the flower with enough nutrition 
as well as stiffness.
Figure [f 50], an accidental discovery during the design process.

Fig. 50. Texture and 
folds on hands
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Fig. 51. Obsolete 
Competition 
Entries
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La Zarzuela Racetrack

A case study into the competition and the eventual design of the La Zarzuela Racetrack by Eduardo 
Torroja shows us the potential of structural efficiency, lightweight structures and its resulting 
aesthetic [l 16].
A performed architectural and tectonic analysis shows us on the left figure [f 51] the competition 
designs that did not make it into realization. Below in figure [f 52] the design evolution of the final 
design is shown. The contrast is clear, the final design has omitted all its redundant parts and came 
to a clear and optimized aesthetic. The top concrete shell at the end of the cantilever is only 61 
centimetres thick, and in some parts 48 centimetres. The roof consists of hyperbolic surfaces which 
acts as compression vaults in between the supporting columns. Double curvature is used to come to 
a higher order of efficiency. The design teaches us as well that lightweight design is not necessarily 
restricted to steel structures alone.

Fig. 52. Torroja’s Design 
Development

Tender

Revis ion

Final  Design
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Theories of lightweight structures

At this point we know that lightweight structures possess a degree of material economy, a potential 
for aesthetics and that their design principles can be applied regardless of scale and materials. 

Frei Otto gave birth to the contemporary legacy in lightweight design and engineering. A key 
moment was the construction of the Munich Olympia Park in 1972 which was the first large scale 
tensile structure. Engineers of record on this project were Jörg Schlaich and Rudolph Bergermann. 
In the years after, Jörg Schlaich and Rudolph Bergermann continued engineering similar projects 
such as cable stayed bridges, gridshells and membrane roofs. Jörg Schlaich explains that due to 
their complexity and cost intensity lightweight structures are often seen as elitist and are only 
applicable to problems of such scale where material reduction leads to tremendous cost savings. 
[l 14, l 15].

Jörg Schlaich and Mike Schlaich suggests five principles to achieve a lightweight building design.  
These five are: [n 20]
“1) Acknowledge the effect of dead loads 2) Avoid elements stressed in bending. Bending only stresses the edge 
fibers, in the centres the dead bulk has to be dragged along. 3) Tension elements become more efficient with 
increase of their rupture length. 4) Using pre-stress or pretension which permits to transform unfavourable 
compression stress into favourable tension stress. 5) The double curved space structures with pure axial 
stress, called membrane stresses. These structures are not only extremely light but they also open up a whole 
new world in architecture, an unsurpassable variety of forms which is not yet exhausted, by no means.”

Of these five terms a personal adaptation is sketched out with the following maxims in figure 
[f 53].

The Schlaich’s also describes the relevance of lightweight structures for a sustainable development. 
Firstly, they argue from an ecological perspective since the structures are material-efficient and 
their strengths are used optimally and therefore no resources are wasted. Usually lightweight 
structures can be disassembled and their resulting elements recycled. Secondly from a social 
point of view since the specialized type of structures are ought to create jobs. Lastly is described 
how lightweight structures answer to a cultural perspective. “Built responsibly and disciplined, may 
contribute heavily to an enriched architecture. Light, filigree and soft evokes more pleasant sensations than 
heavy, bully and hard. – They may help us to escape the wide-spread monotony and drabness in today’s 
structural engineering which in turn will become again an essential part of the building culture.” [n 20]

Schlaich also writes that lightweight structures appeal strongly to the knowledge, ability and 
experience as well as the imagination and intuition of the engineer involved [lref14]. 

A former pupil of Jörg Schlaich and Frei Otto, Werner Sobek continued on the legacy lightweight 
structures. Sobek describes how lightweight structures are a process of testing the limits of what 
is physically and technically feasible. Furthermore, a search for the unknown and pushing back the 
based limits of science. [l 17] 



63“Where structures bridge large spans, or achieve great heights, the reduction of dead weight is an economic 
necessity; frequently it is also a prerequisite for the structure’s realizability itself.” [n 21] Sobek continues 
on framing the connection between lightweight structures and sustainability. “Irrespective of scale, 
lightweight design means savings on the mass of material deployed, and for the most part, also with regard 
to the amount of energy used. It is here that the ecological aspect begins: building light becomes a theoretical 
and ethical position.” [n 22]

A material as concrete, a composite of steel and stone aggregates is not easily recyclable since both 
materials are not easily separated. Sobek suggest component parts which have a clear designated 
function and can be easily combined. When this is the case these components can also be easily 
disassembled and sorted for recycling [l 17]. Sobek also frames the relevance of lightweight 
structures in a different way and suggests a wider application in our total built environment [l 18]. 
“The building industry stands for 60 percent for the consumption of resources, in the US and Europe it stands 
for 35% for energy consumption and for more than 35% for the CO2 emissions. CO2 consumptions related to 
the production of concrete are more than the entire worlds air traffic.” [n 23].
In a more recent literature review by Ness & Xing (2017) the same numbers seem slightly more 
optimistic but the message is clear, there is still lot to gain in our built environment in terms of 
materials and/or resources sustainability [l 19].

No bending!

Prestress!

Double Curvature!

Fig. 53. Three of 
Schlaich’s   

Principles that 
effect form
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At the same time Sobek also acknowledges that buildings are multifunctional structures which are 
subject to a ‘multi-criterion evaluation’. That is to say a careful weighing of different factors and 
careful integrating of different requirements. Not only the structural engineering which tries to 
achieve zero waste. Sobek describes his holistic approach on embodied energies and CO2 as the 
Aktivhaus concept [l 18, l 20, l 21].

Below is an extract as to what Sobek proposes in order to achieve his Aktivhaus concept [l 20]:
1) Minimisation of the use of energy and resources and of the level of emissions. This requires:

Lightweight construction
Energy-saving production techniques
Minimisation of the energy consumption needed for heating and cooling
Maximum use of daylight
Strict management of a building’s energy input

2) Maximum adaptation of a building to its location and specific conditions and to the changing 
requirements of its use. This requires:

Easy change of use and modification of the corresponding building layout
Adaptability of the building shell and its characteristics

3) Complete recyclability of building materials. This requires:
Easy and complete dismantling of the building into individual component parts
Precise identification of the component parts in terms of materials
Use of single-material components or composite materials which can be separated 

These ideas are remarkable, in practice a lot of engineers and architects lack the holistic approach 
like Werner Sobek on sustainability. Often is referred to “codes” of practice and not the underlying 
initial goal.
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Millennium Dome
Rogers St i rk Harbour
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In figure [f 54] a map shows a summary of the relations between different engineers and their 
collaborative effort in attaining “lightweight knowledge” and realizing projects. The projects vary 
from tensile structures to strained (bent in place) gridshells, all of which aim to get the most out of 
the material and use the material as effective as possible. An important addition is BuroHappold, 
which is a British engineering office with which Frei Otto collaborated on strained (bending 
active) gridshell structures, however for reasons of shortness the projects with BuroHappold, the 
Mannheim Gridshell and the Japan Pavilion of the Expo Hannover in 2000 are not included in this 
literature review.
Authors are listed as well in the figure in order to see how the quotes and used literature of 
different authors relate to each other.

Fig. 54. Network of 
engineering 
offices  and 

their collaborate 
conceived works
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State of the art in Lightweight structures, a new structuralism

The described principles from the previous paragraph on lightweight design theories could already 
be seen as in some way dated or at least common knowledge. The sources especially those of Frei 
Otto date back to 1976 and therefore not much attention is given to these. A state of therefore art 
scope is acquired.

The smallest collage in figure 46 consists of a set of four pavilions. These pavilions enlarged in 
figure [f 55] are built in the years 2010, 2011. 2012 and 2014 are deemed by the author the most 
representative for the most state of the art innovations in lightweight design. The pavilions three 
of which constructed in timber and one in uni-directional carbon and glass fibers are a common 
effort from two research groups based in Stuttgart, Germany. One of these research groups the 
ITKE (Institut für Tragkonstruktionen und Konstruktives Entwerfen) headed by professor Jan 
Knippers, and the other an architecture research group ICD (Institute for Computational Design) 
headed by professor Achim Menges.
Together the institutes focus on the integrated of latest structural theories together with 
architectural form generating and fabrication theories. With optimization algorithms, they argue 
that their process evolves into a process of form searching rather that of form finding. [l 23, l 24, 
l 25]. Where the process of form searching generates a population of possible answers from which 
manually a selection can be made or further evolved on with architectural desires in mind. This 
results in a design answering to architectural, structural and fabrication constrains. The pavilions 
show that the structural design of lightweight structures is not restricted to membranes and cable 
structures, lightweight design is about an efficient use of material in general.
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Fig. 55. Analysis of 
Floorplans of 

ICD/ITKE 
pavilions 

a)

c)

b)

d)



68 The pavilions are all equally as interesting to elaborate on, to remain brief only two are selected. 
It needs to be said however that in recent years the institutes managed to fabricate around four 
additional pavilions, of which one as well at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.

The ‘beach timber pavilion’ in figure [f 55] b) is a pavilion made from bending active plywood 
sheets that on their selves are unstable and relatively weak. By bending them and coupling them 
they form a stable shell. [l 23, l 24, l 25]. The bending active theory is similar as applied in the 
Savill garden pavilion engineered by BuroHappold. 
“The combination of the pre-stress resulting from the elastic bending during the assembly process and the 
morphological differentiation of the joint locations enabled a very lightweight and materially efficient 
system. The entire pavilion was constructed using only 6.5-millimetre (¼-inch) thin birch plywood sheets. 
This extremely thin and materially efficient skin was at the same time the load-bearing structure as well as 
the lightmodulating and weather-protecting envelope for the semi-interior extension of the public square.” 
[n 24]

Figure [f 56] shows the assembly process of the pavilion, and figure [f 57] how the assembly process 
(formfinding) is simulated in a structural engineering software package.

Fig. 56. Bending 
Fabrrication
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Fig. 57. Bending 
Calculation

Bended into Place

Timber plates f lat



70 The second pavilion (figure [f 55], d) discussed is one made from carbon- and glass fiber wires that 
finale form a thin composite shell. The wires of the two types of polymers are woven by a robot 
arm on top of a lost formwork after which the whole structure cures and hardens. In figure [f 58] a 
close up of the structure shows us the material expression. A scripted optimization process is used 
to align the carbon and glass fiber wires to the force flow in the structure, therefore increasing the 
structure its performance and reducing its weight.

“The project demonstrates that the synthesis of biomimetic design, novel modes of computational design, 
digital simulation and robotic fabrication enable both the development of extremely lightweight and 
materially efficient structures and the exploration of a new repertoire of architectural tectonics.” [n 25] 

In figure [f 59] another pavilion of this type can be seen in which inside an inflated balloon a robot 
is placed, this robot is creating the composite lay-up of the thin shell structure. It should be said on 
a more critical note however that the projects comprising of carbon fiber polymers possess more 
energy used in production and embodied CO2, this especially when they are compared to timber 
(table [t 2]).

Polymer Material Approximate 

production 

Energies (MJ/kg)

CO2 

(kg/kg)

CFRP 259~286 21~23

GFRP 107~118 7.5~8.3

Natural Material

Bamboo 14.4~15.9 -1.2~-1.0

Timber 14.4~15.9 -1.2~-1.0

Source: [l 26]

Fig. 58. Close-up of 
structure

Table 2. Embodied 
energies & CO2



71In the journal, Architectural Design: The New Structuralism from which (and other issues) articles 
are used. Nina Rappaport concludes in her article ‘A Deeper Structural Theory’ with the following 
paragraph:

“Formal, performative, hybrid, decorative and structural. In the synthesis of structure and form, structure 
as deep decoration combined with subtle innovation has evolved from a new culture of technology and 
design, shaping complex space and resulting in a structurally led design theory. This new structural theory 
reveals a space that parallels the understanding of the complexity of natural structures, leading to an even 
more expansive potential for a new structural paradigm and design aesthetic.”  [n 26]

Rappaport architectural critic and curator seems to celebrate the potentials of new structural 
possibilities. However, from the same issue, Neil Spiller in his article “Digital Solipsism and the 
paradox of the great ‘Forgetting’” tries to reflect and maybe warn us as well that there is more than 
only structural expedience and innovation. Spiller talks about an architecture that does not forget, 
too in fact make proper architecture. [l 22]

Fig. 59. During erection
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Fig. 60. Stratosphere Balloon
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LIGHTNESS



3.1

As concluded in the problem statement and the hypothesis (page [p 17] and page [p 30]) we 
now know that The Mastodon as the name suggest can be seen as a heavy building. Heaviness 
in terms of the use of space, materials and overall composition. Theories of lightweight design 
and interaction can serve as instruments in order to achieve the opposite of what the Mastodon 
suggests. Nonetheless the “engineering” theories of lightweight design have to transform into an 
architectural theory that is intended as the experience for the users. The theories of lightweight 
design are because of this converted to a design theory concerning ‘lightness’. An architecture of 
lightness becomes the main narrative in the theory & design for the new Supreme Court of Belgium 
at the Poelaertsquare in Brussels. 
The concept of lightness with the maxim “Non sunt multiplicanda entia sine necessitate! – Do not 
multiply entities beyond necessity!” [n8] will be tested in the following paragraphs against concepts 
of justice and sustainability. In doing so the concept of lightness will provide answers with regard 
to the representation of justice and sustainability in the architectural design.

LIGHTNESS



76 Framing the concept of lightness is done by comparing two photographs of people. Observations 
of heaviness lets us frame lightness.
Lightness portrayed by a contemporary ballet dancer in figure [f61] and heaviness portrayed by 
Atlas carrying the world in figure [f62]. 

Expression

The photograph of the ballet dancer shows a lady dancing, a moment in time which seconds after 
would have looked different. The ballet dancer carries no decoration and her dress is made fit to 
suit the demands of her movements. With one feet of the ground and the other above her head the 
composition gets something dynamic.
On the figure on the right, Atlas is carrying the world it seems a static posture. When comparing 
the figures, one can argue that the one of the ballet dancer is more expressive, suggests movement 
and for these reasons seems to be lighter. The figure of atlas is not that expressive and gives me the 
impression that it is a position, quite hard to move away from.

Atlas in this comparison would be the Mastodon, the ballet dancer the hypothetical design.   

Justice especially a court is often associated with something heavy, because this suggests something 
important, stable, strong and definite. The claim to conceive the opposite therefore needs testing.

Lightness & Heaviness

Fig. 61. Left: Ballet 
dancer

Fig. 62. Right: Atlas on 
the Royal Palace 
of Amsterdam
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Three representations of justice are selected, “Libra”, a scale (figure [f63]) used 2.000 BC. [l 1] as 
one of the first representations of justice, Salomons Judgement by Gustave Doré in figure [f64] 
where the truth was discovered on who was the real mother of the child in question. And a statue 
of the “Gerechtigkeitsbrunnen” in Frankfurt [f65].

I believe that the three representations of justice in the figurers have shared concepts of finding 
the truth or by representing a balance. Either by finding truth by a careful deliberation or test in 
the case of Salomon, or in their purity of depiction. I find that the depictions of ‘Libra’ and the 
‘Gerichtigkeitsbrunnen’ are shed of redundant symbolism and are left pure, with only a scale and a 
sword. Lady Justice, a human being like any of us with a scale. Over time slight additions came as 
the sword and the blindfold but its purity remained.

A few words from Mart Stam, a Dutch furniture designer and architect with ties in “De Stijl” and 
collaborator with Russian constructivist El Lissitzky seem appropriate.

“The representation is no human measure, but ‘overmeasure’. It is to impress, wanting to look more than the 
truth. The battle of modern architecture is a battle against representation, against the ‘overmeasure’ and for 
the human scale.” [n 27]
– Mart Stam - 1929

Is justice not meant for the people? To protect the weak and give justice to those who treat others 
injust? So therefore, justice should be of the human scale, to give a coherent message? Truthful 
and cleared of its redundant parts like the above three representations, clear and pure. Justice 
connected with society, justice for the people.

Lightness & Justice

Fig. 63. Left: Libra

Fig. 64. Middle: King 
Salomon

Fig. 65. Right: 
Gerichtigkeits-
brunnen



78 If now the representations of justice are compared with the two photographs of heaviness and 
lightness, I argue that justice better fits with a light representation, opposed to that of heaviness.  
The sharing parameters are, a purity of depiction and a proud, dynamic composition.

Contemporary Justice, the desire for “transparency”

In recent years there is continuous discussion about the position of judicial institutes in society. 
The concept of truth from the previous paragraph also seems in line with a report from the Dutch 
Scientific council of government policies (“Wetenschappelijke raad voor het regeringsbeleid; short: 
WRR”) “Speelruimte voor transparante rechtspraak” in 2013. In this report, it is explained that through 
the use of “transparency” trust from society can be increased in judicial institutions. The conclusion 
arrived at, is that transparency in justice (in the Netherlands) can have positive effects but as 
well as negative [l 27] effects. It is explained that the concept of transparency can lay bare an “in-
efficient” course of events at judicial institutes, which can lead to less trust from society in justice.

“Jurisdiction has to be visible and the jurisdiction has to be adjusted to those that observe her. That in the 
first place are process parties, but as well as the public and society” [n 28]  - Lent - 2008

The report also considers the exposure of justice:
“If jurisdicion is visible for the general public,  than it can be earlier called legitimate. A visible jurisdiction 
can increase the publics trust in the Case law”. [n 29] - Malsch - 2013

Furthermore from the report can be concluded that there is a wish to increase the trust from 
society in justice. It can be concluded that values as, efficiency, comprehensibility and exposure are 
important factors in gaining trust. 

One can ask now, where the values of, efficiency, comprehensibility and exposure can be better 
assigned to, the concept of lightness or that of heaviness? I believe that when keeping in mind, a 
contemporary desire for an efficiency, comprehensibility and exposure of judicial institutions, that 
these concepts better fit with the concept of lightness, than with that of heaviness. However, it is 
possible that when the object considered becomes so light it tends to become fragile.
“1. Easily broken, shattered, or damaged; delicate; brittle; frail: a fragile ceramic container; a very fragile 
alliance. 2.vulnerably delicate, as in appearance:  She has a fragile beauty.” [n 30]

The building will not be fragile, structurally speaking the building has to be redundant enough 
to withstand imposed loads originating from car crashes and bomb blasts. The structure will be 
calculated appropriately and checked as well by the authorities. In practice, the design therefore 
is literally not fragile. Nevertheless the possibility still exists, that a ‘light’ construct is perceived 
and interpreted by people as being fragile. I believe it can not be assumed that a ‘stable’ calculated 
structure leads to a direct intrinsic understanding and interpretation that the structure is stable 
as well.



79Therefore the expression of fragility should be taken into account.
I argue here that a possible ‘fragile’ expression is maybe not such a bad thing. In the Netherlands 
showing your soft side (your fragile side) is seen as a strength. In fact I believe that an attitude in the 
design of lightness, as if it is almost ‘fragile’ contributes to the ideas of efficiency, comprehensibility 
and exposure described in the WRR report [l 27]. An architecture of lightness replaces in this 
theory the often used and abused mythological idea of ‘architectural transparency’ by the use of 
glass.

“Possibly it can yield more results for the law system and society if the system of law gives itself more open 
for critique and gives opportunity to have itself easily researched. Because of this the law system would 
possibly lose some control, but can win in terms of quality and credibility.” [n 31] - Jonkers - 2013

Previous quote tells us something about a desire for exposure and criticism on a supreme court. 
The concept of lightness would help in this aspect because, when considering the aspect of fragility 
it exposes itself.



80 Stiff and Compliant

“Politicians have to settle in a case with what the judge decides. But they can change that law. Politicians 
are talking about ‘the primate of politics’. I think that is an incorrect statement. Nobody has the primate in 
a constitutional state. The legislator can respond – it is interplay.” [n 32] - Corstens

Above quote tells us something about the primate in a “rechtsstaat” as the Netherlands. In the WRR 
report it is explained that in the case of the Netherlands the idea of a trias politica where the three 
powers are separated rather exists as a dialogue in balance. It is stated that if politicians do not 
approve a ruling of the supreme court that they are free to try to change the law.
When this balance is considered then we can conclude that a supreme court is not even that 
‘supreme’ where it would suggest that a supreme court has the ultimate primate. Therefore, one 
could say that the supreme court in our contemporary time is maybe not that heavy and strict at 
all as before.

“We shall construct huge and indestructible objects thoroughly shockproof because they are as flexible and 
compliant as the willow trees of Japanese prints.” [n 33] 
– Superstudio - 1993

The above quote of Superstudio seems appropriate, the ballet dancer is the willow tree flexible 
and dynamic. The duchess on the contrary is a big conifer tree stiff and static. Compliance here 
is meant as some sort of structural obedience (in Dutch: “meegaandheid”). In mechanics, the term 
compliance is used as the inverse of stiffness. When an element is stiff it is not compliant, when 
the element is compliant it is not stiff. 

In a storm, the willow tree will bend, deflect and by being flexible cope with the imposed wind 
forces. The big conifer tree is not flexible and does not permit deflection, higher forces are a result, 
the tree snaps and falls. The Palais de Justice is snapping, it literally is breaking, it is falling apart.
(figure [f66]). In fact, the temporary scaffoldings have become permanent to stop the façade from 
falling off, as can be seen in figure [f67]. The Mastodon’s heaviness has become its own downfall. 
Due to the weight and size of the Mastodon, differential settlements are a result and its load 
bearing structure is cracking, as can be seen in figure [f68]

For these reasons I believe that lightness could tell us something about a dynamic, ever changing 
and adapting form of justice. A form of justice, comprehensible, efficient. A justice which is strong 
because it is not afraid to be exposed and show itself. Compliant rather than stiff it is a justice in 
balance with the rest of the ‘Trias Politcas’.
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Fig. 66. View on the 
palace from the 

Marollen

Fig. 67. Damage

Fig. 68. Cracks
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83Now that lightness is coupled to justice this coupling has to be performed as well between lightness 
and sustainability. Sustainability, an integral part of the graduation studio brief is a very wide 
concept and prone to numerous interpretations.

The book ‘Dynamic Sustainabilities’ gives us a good framework as how to cope with ‘Sustainability’ 
, Leach, Scoones & Stirling (2010) describe sustainability as broad and often poorly specified.
“Sustainability refers to a broadly identifiable, but often poorly specified, set of social, environmental and 
economic values. Although the details are often ambiguous, contested and context-dependent, the functions 
concerned include the securing of particular standards of social equity, economic well-being or environmental 
quality.” [n 34]

Leach et al. see ‘sustainability’ as a dynamic boundary object on which different people with their 
different backgrounds have different perspectives which should be acknowledges and made open 
for discussion and argumentation. Leach et al. propose to frame sustainability with a different 
narrative after which this narrative is clearly and carefully unpicked in particular goals and their 
trade-offs. [l 28]. They also stress out the need for continuously staying reflexive in the process 
and to recognize and embrace “the multiple dynamic properties of sustainability and multiple forms of 
incomplete knowledge” [n 35]. In a way, one can conclude that this becomes some kind of agnostic 
approach in which the individual defines their narrative. And at the same time this individual is 
aware that their narrative is not the complete story. In order to obtain a more ‘complete’ story (if 
this is even possible, due to the complex relations), a discursive process needs to be started with 
individuals that have different narratives. 

Leach et al describe a sustainable solution as the following:
“ ’Sustainable solutions’ are thus those that offer stability, durability, resilience and robustness in specified 
qualities of human well-being, social equity and environmental quality. Defined in this way, these dynamic 
properties of sustainability relate to benefits and flows delivered in any particular system, as framed in a 
particular way.” [n 35]

The main narrative in this thesis is one concerned with lightness (opposed to heaviness). Lightness 
defined two-fold, first architecturally which is experienceable as lightness, and second structurally 
as lightweight. The central maxim “Non sunt multiplicanda entia sine necessitate! Entities must not 
be multiplied without necessity!” [n8] already suggest something of material economy. One of the 
first that poised the idea of material economy and weight was Buckminster Fuller, when he asked 
architect Norman Foster: “How much does your building weigh Mr. Foster?” [n 35] Insinuating that 
there is also ‘something’ below ground to consider.

What lightness can do in terms of sustainability is to reduce the buildings environmental footprint 
as much as possible. The built industry as described in the literature review accounts for 60% of the 
consumption of resources (as on page [p71] at note [n 23]) according to Sobek. 

Lightness & Sustainability
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Theory
Lightness

Central Maxim
“Non sunt mult ip l icanda ent ia s ine necessitate!  Ent i t ies 

must not be mult ip l ied without necessity!”  [n 13]

Challenges
Minimize Embodied Energy & CO2Minimize use of Space

Hotdesking
Increase density of  footpr int
by adding Publ ic Funct ions
‘Dis-programming’
‘Void-Sol id’  [l 8]

Result :  ‘urban generator’
Intensi f ied human interact ion

Publ ic
Employees
Community

Beneficiaries
Environment -> Publ ic

Property owner -> Flexibi l i ty in use
Property owner -> reduct ion 

of e lectr ic i ty bi l l
Employees -> control

Environment -> Publ ic

(Through; theories of interaction)

Minimizing operat ional  CO2

Local ized Hybrid vent i lat ion 
(ut i l iz ing stack effect )

Use of excess heat
Responsive envelope

Problem
Environmental  Footpr int  of  Bui lding Industry

Strategies
Mater ia l  select ion

Optimize Structural  Performance 
Lightweight construct ion

Demountable & Reconf igurable 
Structure

(Through; theories of lightweight design)

Fig. 69. Sustainability 
pathway

Sobek describes a few strategies in order to achieve his ‘Aktivhaus’ concept as can be read on page 
[p72]. Sobek’s strategies serve here as strong reference in framing the sustainability challenges, that 
are in relation to the narrative of lightness.
The hypothesis from page [p 30] “Opposed to suggesting heaviness like the Mastodon, a judicial building 
with the function of a Supreme Court of Justice can also suggest lightness.” applies as well to use of 
materials and space. The sustainability challenges that are taken up in accordance with the previous 



85hypothesis are firstly: “Minimize use of space” which suggests that opposed to the palace of justice less 
precious urban space is wasted to an unclear and undefined zone, instead an attractive space is given 
back to the city; secondly minimize embodied energy/CO2 which suggests minimization of the 
used materials, an appropriate material selection of building elements, and finally an appropriate 
design which accounts for dismounting. The definition of embodied energy and embodied co2 
considers the way of recycling (end of life approach), because this has an effect on the eventual 
embodied energy and the embodied co2 level. Therefore, end of life is of considerable importance 
in the design as well! The resulting strategies about density of space are worked out using theories 
of interaction. And the strategies considering materials are picked up by theories of lightweight 
design. Additionally, during the design process, it turned out very feasible to incorporate an 
additional challenge which intends to minimise the energy use for cooling and heating, this due to 
the lightweight responsive envelop and the way in which the floors are structured. 

Figure [f69] shows how the central maxim leads to a hypothesis, a theory and the in the previous 
paragraph described sustainability challenges. In part 4 further attention is given, as to how the 
particular challenges from figure [f69] are incorporated through the list of strategies into the 
building design.

On a conceptual level the central maxim [p 30] is as I see it, is a tier below the in three parts divided 
sustainability pyramid, that is often referred to in building design. In figure [f70] below this 
personal addition is made. I suggest that Ockham’s Razor would stress out the need for reflecting 
on programmatic requirements in a very early stage as well. Asking the client, whether they need 
all that space, whether they need that footprint and whether they need al spaces to be acclimatized 
for a particular range. I suggest that a critical reflective attitude like this is required.

I belief it is good to apply Ockham’s 
Razor on the use of space enclosed, urban 
space and the use of materials. However, 
just as Neil Spiller [p71] makes a point 
to not forget to make good architecture 
when considering all sorts of new form 
finding methods. The same I suggest here 
for the sustainability challenge pursued. 
I would like to stress out that it should 
not be forgotten to make a decent space. 
Otherwise both resources and space, as I 
believe, will be wasted ([p 18, p 30]). 

Fig. 70. Green building 
pyramid

Active Systems

Passive Systems

Architectonic Form

Ockham’s Razor
[p 30]
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After the midterm presentations, a process was started to consider the building more sculpturally. 
Now, the question was how to integrate theories of interaction and events into a single coherent 
architectural language of shape. The fabric was used in the process, as a design tool was abandoned 
and changed for a more controllable expression.  This decision was made due to two reasons, 
firstly the structural concept of the tension membrane envelop bracing the underlying building 
structure was abandoned. A closer structural examination rendered the logic of foamed spaces with 
a membrane around it obsolete. Secondly, until that moment the building had such an expressive 
appearance and gesture that I did not consider it lightness anymore, as well the required structure 
would have been quite inefficient and demanding lots of steel.
A more integrative approach was adopted in which still the same drivers of interaction and 
lightness are used, nevertheless now as I see it in better harmony, without ‘overdoing’ it. 
The construction type and benefits considering building physics where not abandoned.

SCULPTURE
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Fig. 71. Collage of 
Process Modes

Process
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Sculptures

The form generation was now a manual process similar to using clay but now inside a software 
package. The manual method gave more control and possibilities for tweaking the building and 
refining it. Leading as I believed to better interior spaces as well, defining these spaces better.

Lightness can be interpreted in two ways. First as structural lightness, and second as possible 
experienced lightness. The first suggests optimized load paths and a structural sound approach. 
The second as I see it, a fluid, seamless experience, where visual noise is rid of as much as possible.

In practice these two interpretations of lightness can be contradictory, if the sculpture defines a 
shape without structural logic, a tremendous effort has to be made to keep the sculpture standing 
up. This structural effort is sometimes finally concealed (because the effort results in a visual 
chaos) under a finish which can give the space a light and fluid appearance. Or the structural 
effort is made expressive, like in the façades as steel trusses. There is a discrepancy here as I see 
it, between structural lightness and experienced lightness. Sadly, it takes an expert to take notice 
of the fact of structural heaviness. Moreover, an expressive truss structure in the façade is seen as 
undesirable since this is associated with strength, power, muscles and through that way heaviness. 
From a structural engineering perspective, external skeletons are quite obsolete as well, since the 
building by function does not have excessively large spans or reaches to large heights. I intend the 
design as a balance of structural lightness and experienced lightness.

In figure [f72] sketches are shown from a visit to the Kröller-Müller museum in the Netherlands. 
This was a venture into sculpturally, to find sources of inspiration and to discover what the design 
was still missing.

The existence of the discrepancy between structural lightness and experienced lightness can be 
compared with the sculpture of Jean Arp in figure [f72, h]. One could say that it is a ‘blobby‘ 
shape, without noticeable tectonic detail. I think that most probably a tremendous effort went in 
making the sculpture as smooth as it is.

The sculptures of Barbara Hepworth in figure [f72, b-f] seem to me most fitting for the building 
design. Those of Barbara Hepworth do have this tectonic detail, a colour and texture of bronze 
or marble, linked with the form of the sculpture everywhere you look, both inseparable and 
reinforcing each other.
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Fig. 72. Analysis of 
Sculptures in 
Kröller-Müller 
sculpture garden.

a) Rudolph Belling 

b) Barbara Hepworth 1

c) Barbara Hepworth 2

d) Barbara Hepworth 3

e) Barbara Hepworth 4

f) Barbara Hepworth 5 

g) Hans Aeschbacher

h) Jean Arp

a)

c)

e)

g)

b)

d)

f )

h)
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Lightness & Interaction

The theories of lightness and interaction get integrated into a single architectural language of 
shape using unconventional curvilinear forms. In the design process, this seemed to work better 
as both principles (lightness & interaction) now both received more ‘design space’ (as in range of 
possibilities) for tweaking them.

The structure supporting the building will be of the same language, as well as a public street going 
under and through the building up into the supreme court. 

The sculpture responds to the context as well, and taps into the location to circumvent undefined 
urban zones as is the case with the Mastodon. An attempt is made to define each public zone and 
give these their own public character. The street that bridges the height difference of 14 meters on 
the site attempts to link the neighbourhoods of Marollen and Zavel. The design is not intended as 
a “random” solitary blob or sculpture (this would not make it any better than the buildings in the 
problem-statement [pages p 18, p 19], I intend it as a delicately shaped building, that becomes an 
integral part of the city.

Instead of compromise and impasse the design intends to open possibilities for mutual beneficial 
relations and integration of otherwise unthinkable combinations. These unthinkable combinations 
are for instance the elements of a supreme court, viewing platforms and the ‘tunnel’ or street. But 
as well the architectural theories of lightness and interaction. I intend, that through my theory on 
lightness and the architectural design, the chiasmic relation of justice and sustainability are given 
architectural and structural shape.

Fig. 73. Process 
Renderings 
of Membrane 
Studies with 
Kangaroo
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Fig. 74. Process 
Renderings from 
Single viewpoint 

in urban fabric
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96 The lcoation of the building design is in 
Brussels of which a part can be seen in figure 
[f75] on the right page. Indicated in red is the 
location, which is situated on a topographic 
shift, the ‘Galgenberg’. 

Site - Brussels

Fig. 75. Brussels 
Axonometric North
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Royal  P
alace

Warandepark

‘The Mastodon’

Site

Marolles

Zavel

Marol les 

Flea Market

Egmont Palace

Onze Lieve Vrouw ter Zavelkerk

Synagoge of Brussels

Koningsplein



1) Connect ing Marol len & Zavel

2)  Obstacle,  Topographic Shif t

3)  Sight l ines

4) Street

5)  Addit ional  routes & Sight l ines

6)  Space making

a) Art  courtyard

b) Entrance

c) Restaurant/Bar

d) Viewing platform/garden/terrace

e) Un-programmed ‘Event’  Space

a

b
cd

e

98 In the masterplan a starting point was too give space back to the city. As I concluded on page 
[p 17]  public space and land tends to get wasted to undefined space with these institutions. With 
my design I make an attempt to do the opposite, and give back public space. This is in this case 
exceptionally relevant since the location is inside the ‘pentagon’ of Brussels, which makes up the 
‘hearth’ of the city. 
Figure [f76] shows the steps taken to construct the masterplan, starting from a wish to connect 
the neighbourhood of Marollen & Zavel, which were disconnected by the event of the construction 
of the Mastodon. Sightlines and afterwards a route are used to connect both locations in the city, 
after which additional sub-sightlines are created in order to nest the building in the city fabric. 
Subsequently the resulting spaces are given [f76, 6] a particular function and atmosphere, in order 
to create sub-environments.

Masterplan

Fig. 76. Urban Vision
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Fig. 77. Situation map 
scale 1:2000
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Programming the Supreme Court

Fig. 78. Area Ratios of 
Program

From the problem statement it was noted that there seems to be a disconnected (architecturally) 
between governmental institutions and society. Theories of interaction are applied in the design to 
overcome the apparent disconnection. In figure [f78 ] below additional program is created in the 
form of a viewing deck and a restaurant, the required library for the supreme court will be made 
public and  placed along the internal street that intends to connect the Marolles & Zavel. Figure 
[f79] shows us the different users involved with the Supreme Court, and in case for the supreme 
Court the amount of users as well. The blue arrows between both fronts indicates the interaction 
during case law, the red arrow indicates the disconnection which is desired to overcome.
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Fig. 79. Users of the 
Supreme court
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Building Concept

Figure [f81] explains the general design concept of the building in a section sketch. One has to 
consider that in the plane perpendicular to the sketch, especially on the ground level the relations 
are more complex and spatially enhanced. In the final design the lightweight envelop is not an 
element separate from the building, rather the envelop tries to forms relations with the interior 
functions in a spatial manner and offer these functions benefits as well.



Palace of Just ice and comparable 
judicia l  inst i tut ions

Pedestal  and barr ier

Supreme Court

Publ ic 
passageway

Lightweight envelope 
lowering entrance barr ier

Combined, Envelop becomes entrance symbol 
and col lector of  loosely aggregated funct ions 

fol lowing from masterplan

+ Viewing point

+ Vistas into supreme 
court

Topographic shi f t  of  locat ion
Wish from masterplan to connect 

Marol les & Zavel

Internal  street
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Fig. 80. Left: Building Concept

Fig. 81. Bottom: Axonometric 
Collage with functions and 

their locations
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Context

In figure [f82] the situation is depicted on scale 1:1000, the stairs of the street and the entrance 
of the supreme court can be clearly seen. Under the building for the large part is exterior space 
in order to minimize entrance thresholds and ‘lure’ people into the building. This is done in 
combination with the functions in the plinth.
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Fig. 82. Situation  1:1000
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Fig. 83. Lightness Unpacked

Defining Lightness

The concept sketch in figure [f80] is unpacked in figure [f81]  to define architecturally what 
lightness means for the experiences of users.

For the routing lightness 
means a soft and fluid 
experience. On this route the 
user gets stimulated by views 
of the City, the Mastodon 
and the Supreme Court. The 
lightweight envelop attempts 
to lower thresholds of the 
building and make way for 
smoother transitioning.
Under the building the 
envelope appears to transform 
into a ceiling that guides the 
users through the street.

For the offices of the supreme 
court lightness means an 
efficient and ‘pleasant’ 
working environment. The 
floors are made of timber 
and so is the materiality in 
the working environments. 
The lightweight skin tries to 
give possibility for unplanned 
events in the ‘undefined’ 
spaces between the envelop 
and the actual offices.
These undefined spaces are a 
climate buffer from which the 
offices can naturally ventilate, 
the in-between space between 
envelop and offices can be 
used as some kind of winter 
garden or urban park.

The combination of both 
public and private attempts to 
increase the density of the plot 
in use and stimulate urban 
life. And on top of that bring 
society closer to the judicial 
institute as well.

Unpacking
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Sustainability

On the next page on figure [f84] preliminary sustainability strategies are shown. These preliminary 
strategies are a tool in an attempt to answer to the sustainability challenges of page [p84].

The three sustainability challenges defined here where:
Minimize use of Space
Minimize Embodied Energy & CO2
Minimizing operational CO2



Increase Density
Adding Public Functions

Optimized Structural Performance
Lightweight Construction

Recyclable & Reusable Structural 
Members

Demountable & Reconfigurable structure

Parking

Events Terrace

Viewing Deck
& Garden

Concrete Steel Timber

Waste Reusable

Compostable
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Sustainability Strategies

Fig. 84. Sustainability 
Unpacked



Hybrid Ventilation (stack effect)
Lightweight Responsive Envelope

Climatic Subdivisions Heat exchanger & Heat and Cold storage 
in foundation piles

Use of Excess Heat

19° -  25°

17° -  28°

14° -  30°
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110 During the process of research by design 
the graph on the right page was made 
Engineers often use these so called 
‘Ashby’ plots to base their material 
choice upon. My personal touch was to 
colour them according to their embodied 
energy and CO2. The comparison 
tangents give us a way of comparing an 
engineering problem across different 
types of materials. From this graph can 
therefore be seen than when a simply 
supported beam is considered, concrete 
is as stiff as timber.

Material selection

Graph 1. Ashby Materials Comarison Chart 
- Personal adoptation
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Tie
Minimum weight;

St i ffness descr ibed

Beam
Minimum weight;
St i ffness descr ibed

Comparison Tangents



Fig. 85. Floor plan -3 Scale 1:400
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Level  -3
P - 13.9 Meters

The following floor plan shows the 
buildings base where the parking garage 
can be seen and the street crossing 
through the building

Floor plans
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Fig. 86. Floor plan -2 Scale 1:400

114

Level  -2
P - 9.2 Meters
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Fig. 87. Floor plan -1 Scale 1:400

116

Level  -1
P - 4.6 Meters

On minus one can be seen that the 
street makes a turn, on this turn 
bustes of supreme court judges will be 
displayed and a view is created towards 
‘The Mastodon’. At the same turn the 
entrance of the library is located, which 
is now seperated from the supreme court 
and made public.
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Fig. 88. Floor plan 0 Scale 1:400

118

Level  0
P = 0 Meters
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Fig. 89. Floor plan +1 Scale 1:400

Floor one shows us the actual entrance 
of the supreme court and its security 
threshold.

120

Level  1
P + 5.0 Meters
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Fig. 90. Floor plan +2 Scale 1:400

122

Level  2
P + 8.75 Meters
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Fig. 91. Floor plan +3 Scale 1:400
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Level  3
P + 12.5 Meters
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Fig. 92. Floor plan +4 Scale 1:400
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Level  4
P + 16.25 Meters
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Fig. 93. Floor plan +6 Scale 1:400

128

Level  6
P + 23.75 Meters
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Fig. 94. Floor plan +7 Scale 1:400

The floor plan on the right gives an 
indication of how a floor plan of the 
building can look line when an open 
office layout is considered. The drawing 
showcases the possibilities that the 
structure permits in terms of flexibility.
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Level  7
P + 27.5 Meters
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Fig. 95. Floor plan +10 Scale 1:400

132

Level  10
P + 38.75 Meters
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Fig. 96. Elevation Poelaertsquare Scale 
1:400
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Elevations

Poelaertsquare
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Fig. 97. Elevation Minimenstreet 
Scale 1:400

136 Minimenstreet
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Fig. 98. Elevation Regentschapstraat 
Scale 1:400

138 Regentschapsstraat
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Fig. 99. Elevation Boomstraat 
Scale 1:400

141Boomstraat



Fig. 100. Section East West 1 
Scale 1:400
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Sections



Fig. 101. Section East-West 2 
Scale 1:400
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Fig. 102. Section West-East 
Scale 1:400
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Fig. 103. Section North,West-South,East

Displayed section is representative for 
the project, 
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Scenarios

The building comprises of a set of different scenarios in users as in figure [f 104]. During the design 
process, the design was tested according to these scenarios. What is critical in the scenarios is that 
there appear to be two fronts, firstly a public part and secondly a sort of back office. These two 
worlds almost seem to appear like two separate worlds only touching each other in de ‘Salle des pas 
perdues’ (zone between security and courtroom) and the courtroom. 

Involved parties Public

“I  have to face just ice!”
“I  would l ike to see just ice!”

“I  would l ike to f ight for just ice!”

“I  would l ike to see 
the bui lding and be in a 

pleasant environment!  I  would 
l ike a bui ld ing that te l ls  me 

something new about just ice and 
sustainabi l i ty and how they 

relate!”

Fig. 104. Scenarios of 
the Supreme 
Court
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In figure [f 105] these separate worlds are given a representation in axonometric view, indicating 
possible routes through the design.

Judges Prosecution Supporting staff

“I  want my own 
off ice,  and the bui lding 

should be close to society 
and not some normal 

off ice bui lding!  The bui lding 
should be welcoming and an 

exhibit ioner in the values 
i t  represent and what the 
people inside i t  work for 

to accompl ish!”

“I  want my own off ice but 
not separated from the judges 

since we work very closely 
together!”

“ I  want unplanned encounters! 
I  want a healthy,  good working 
bui lding which feels safe and 

cozy!”



Before Secur i ty
After Secur i ty150

Public

Fig. 105. Public routing through the building



Before Secur i ty
After Secur i ty
Employees only
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Supreme Court Employees

Fig. 106. Private routing
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Fig. 107. View from 
Regentschapstraat

Fig. 108. View from level -1

Perspectives
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Fig. 109. Perspective 
Inner courtyard

Fig. 110. Perspective 
into supreme 

court from 
rooftop garden
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Fig. 111. Perspective from 
minimenstreet

Fig. 112. Perspective from 
Poelaertsquare
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Fig. 113. Perspective 
Quatre 

Brasstraat

Fig. 114. Perspective into 
supreme court 

from rooftop 
garden
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Fig. 115. Perspective from 
viewing terrace

Fig. 116. Perspective Ernest 
Allardstraat
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Fig. 117. Perspective  
Canteen

Fig. 118. Perspective 
Roof Garden
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Fig. 119. Perspective under 
the courtroom

Fig. 120. Perspective looking 
down the ‘street’
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Fig. 121. Perspective  
toward the 

entrance of the 
supreme court 

and the art 
courtyard

Fig. 122. Perspective 
up  in the 

atrium above the 
entrance, into 

the offices of the 
supreme court
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Fig. 123. Perspective 
Lobby 1

Fig. 124. Perspective 
Lobby 2
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Fig. 125. Perspective 
Courtroom

Fig. 126. Perspective 
Canteen 2
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Fig. 127. Perspective from 
arbitrary office

Fig. 128. Perspective into 
the ín-between’
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Fig. 129. Perspective 
from offices into 

art courtyard 
(level +2)

Fig. 130. Perspective 
from judge office
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Foundation Structure

Because of the combination of both masters structural design and architecture, extra attention is 
given in the chapter of structure.

Starting with the foundations it proved to be more efficient to dig a basement which would serve 
as foundation block than stopping at the surface and having to pile 40 meters into the ground. 
Graph [2] on the right page shows us the structural potential of the soil and the groundwater levels. 
Up to minus 10 meters the soil is not so appropriate (sand) and decided is to dig out the plot to 
level with the minimenstreet. Resulting square meters will be used for parking, which is in  high 
demand in this area and shops.
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Graph 2. Soil profile



Concrete 
Sub-Structure

Concrete ‘Table’

Canopy
(& Cei l ing)

Skin

Fig. 131. Exploded Axonometric Building Structure

Concrete edge 
beam

166 I believe that the main building structure should be lightweight as well. The case studies in the 
literature review show a wide range of architectural expressions and scales. More over arguing from 
Ockham’s razor, the building should be lightweight indeed! Less mass would be seen as better, it in 
fact is more economical and a perquisite of constructability.
In figure [f 131] and exploded axonometric shows the structure of the building. The concrete table 
here has more redundancy than the other elements in the structure, this to withstand bomb lasts. 
Concrete as well suits better with the demanding architecture, concrete gives a more feasible 
freedom on shapes. Above the concrete table is switched to a steel superstructure which is 
demountable, meaning that all on site joints are bolted connections. The ‘superfloors’s consists 
of HEM 600 castellated beams on a centre to centre distance of two meters. This dimensioning is 
highly overestimated and in a future structural optimization will be sought where material can be 
left out.

Load bearing Structure

From the steel superstructure timber floors are hung. 
The sketches of figure [f 132] show the buildings its 
lateral and gravity structure in three sections. Lateral 
loads are taken fully by the elevator cores as more 
structure is not required. A light blue arrow points 
to tension bars, that will be checked in the future 
if it is feasible to leave them these out. Possibly the 
sculptural concrete edge beam at the courtroom can 
take over the role of the tension bars.



Steel  Superstructure

1
2

3

Steel  suspension
(f lexible)

Timber inf i l l
( f lexible)

1 2 3

Fig. 132. Sketches of Lateral & Gravity System

Possibi l i ty 
to omit

Possibi l i ty 
to omit
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Suspended Timber 
Floors

Skin

Fig. 133. Principle of 
two steel cores 
on concrete 
base

Fig. 134. Exploded Axonometric

168 Figure [f 133] shows is a sketch of the structure perpendicular 
to the sketch in figure [f 132]. The sketch shows us two steel 
cores standing on a concrete base, that can move independently 
from each other. Because they can move independently less steel 
is required. However a particular sliding joint is required. This 
sliding joint is located at the central atrium of the building 
inside the steel superfloors.

The skin of the building is a facade made from Accoya®®  timber. 
On the horizontally oriented surfaces the timber structure is bent 
in-situ. To form a gravity based shell structure, called ‘gridshell’.
A reference here is the Mannheim Gridshell from Frei Otto and 
the Weald and Downland Gridshell of Buro Happold. 

Because of this type of structure, timber laths can be used in 
constructing the skin. The timber laths and joints are relatively 
simple, light and inexpensive. Naicu, Harris and Williams (2014) 
[l 31] show that timber grids-hells are in fact the cheapest 
way to construct grids-shell roofs and that they are lighter as 
well, compared to steel equivalents. However the timber 
gridshells that Naicu, Harris and Williams consider are 
not constructed in Accoya®®  timber. 



Suspended 
Timber 
Floors

Skin

Fig. 135. Exploded Axonometric

Table 3. Costs 
Comparison of 
Gridshell roofs
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169Because of this an estimate is made as to how much the 
Weald and downland gridshell would cost if the shell 
were to be made of Accoya®® timber.
Using the data of how much timber is used in the laths 
of the Weald and Downland gridshell an estimate is 
made, as to how much the costs are expected to increase. 
This is calculated at approximate an additional 266 €/
m2. This difference is added to the costs of the Weild 
and Downland gridshell and the Savill garden gridshell  
as in table [t 3]. Both are still under the costs of a 
steel gridshell, as the Palacio de Comunicaciones. In 
the case with the Mannheim gridshell, the supporting 
conditions need additional attention. In the design 
these supporting conditions are the locations where 
seams or folds occur in the shape, these will be made 
from cnc-milled timber beams, I believe that the 
technique of cnc-milling gives the opportunity to 
conceive a beautiful detail integrating the complexities 
occurring at the folds.
The vertical parts, which is the larger part of the facade 
consists of prefabricated timber mullions. A shell 
action is considered less feasible in the vertical surfaces 
as it is not gravity based.  



Fig. 136. Steel Superslab FEM

170 During the design process, several reality checks were performed on the structure to maintain 
a grip. The figures below [f 136] and on the right page [f 137, f 138] show a selection of the 
simulations performed.
The results were interpreted qualitatively to further design with. Figure [f 138] gave input as to 
how to further optimize the shape of the structure, the zones in red indicate higher forces, to 
design with this extra curvature was added to come to a structural action similar to that of an arch. 
In the report to come on structural design, further elaboration is performed in the structural 
validation and optimization.

Structural Validation



Fig. 137. Lateral Design of Cores

Fig. 138. Up : Canopy Structure
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Fig. 139. Axonometric without cladding
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Overview - Without ETFE



Fig. 140. Axonometric with cladding
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Overview - With ETFE



Fig. 141. Qualitative 
Exposure 
Analysis

174 In the facade design it has to be considered that each facade performs differently due to their 
orientations. Below in figure [f 141] a diagram shows an environmental simulation performed on 
the building envelop. What can be seen is the high exposure of the roof and the south oriented 
facade. The areas and red yellow and orange (high exposure façades) will therefore be designed 
differently than those in blue (low exposure). High exposure façades will be provided with sun 
shading, this sun shading is there on multiple scales, firstly inside the effete bubbles a fretting 
pattern gives possibility to have the cushion work as an adaptive and responsive facade and shading 
element. Then as a second layer at the interior façades of the offices an additional shading will be 
designed. What however needs to be verified with the building physics consultant and the client is 
the requirement for a third shading device suspended and integrated in the ‘superfloors’. The ‘low 
exposure’ façades are materialized in glass.

In summer and winter the skin will be able to respond accordingly because of the flexible nature 
of the system. On a global level the ETFE bubbles can be used and on a local level each individual 
office can regulate its own additional amount of sun and ventilation. 
For ventilation this process is similar, however now the superfloors subdivide the height of 
the building and create sub-environments, see figure [f 142]. Inside the superfloors smaller air 
handling units are embedded which take care for the ventilation in each compartment between 
the superfloors. These air handling units pull air from the outside, filter it and deliver it indirectly 
through the winter garden into the offices. In that way each office can determine individually 
how much (now filtered) fresh air it wants. For air  exhaust the stack effect is utilized and the 
superfloors deliver the air to a heat exchanger and/or the rooftop garden. 

Building Physics



Fig. 142. Partial Section of South Facade

Operatable sun shading 
inside ETFE bubbles

Manual  sun shading inside  
indiv idual  off ices

Local ized  outside air  in let ,  
f i l tered inside superf loor

Fresh air  supply

Updraft

Manual  control  of  f resh air 

T imber f loors suspended from  steel 
superf loors,  by two steel  bars,  encased 

in t imber boards as f i re protect ion

Steel  superf loors

Addit ional  Sun shading 
embedded in Superf loors
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Fig. 143. Partial 
Axonometric 
of Canteen and 
Courtroom

176

Façades

The etfe bubbles of the south facade are incorporated in between the layers of the Double layer 
Accoya® Timber Facade. In plan the facade will now is like a ‘sawtooth’ (which can as well be seen 
in the previous given floorplans), the small face of the sawtooth is materialized in glass to achieve 
an unobstructed view of the city. The face of ETFE spanning diagonally from the first layer to the 
fourth layer of timber laths is now in better line with the facade since the ‘bubble’ parts of the 
facade now do not stick out more than the actual timber lath structure. The resulting diagonal 
edge of the ETFE bubble works structurally in the x-y plane to transmit shear forces (shearlock), 
and it enhances performance. The glass panel perpendicular to the facade surface does this as well 
in the z-direction



Fig. 144. Materialized Sectional Axonometric
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Fig. 145. Horizontal 
Façade Section 
Scale 1:50

178 Figures [f 145] and [f 146] show sectional cuts 
both in the horizontal plane and vertical plane.
The horizontal cut shows the ‘sawtooth’ principle  
of the facade. Distinguisable is that the bubbles, 
due to the saw tooth do not violate the external 
boundary surface of the building shape. The 
timber laths that are the most on the outside are 
the verticals, they accentuate the form.

The vertical section shows the curvature of 
the timber and the shearlocks between the 
Accoya® timber laths that help to transmit 
shear forces. Because the facade its structural 
profile is materialised in timber, cold bridges are 
neglectable.
The inner facade for the offices allows for simple 
detailling aswell since the inner facade now 
can can have a lower heat transmission value. 
A benefit from this is that the glass windows 
decreise in weight and are now better operatable 
(slidable in this case) to allow for ‘natural’ 
ventilation from the winter garden.

Indicated inside the ETFE bubbles is the third 
layer that acts as additional protection against 
piercing by pencils, and as well as sunshading 
element because of the application of a fretting 
pattern. The centre membrane can move from the 
outer to the inner layer and in this way change its 
transparency.

Details

Double layer Accoya® 
Timber Facade
4 x 180 [mm] x 80 
[mm] laths

ETFE with adaptable
sunshading

Cast in place 
reinforced concrete 
column (when 
necessary due to blast 
loads in composite)

HR +++ Glazing



Fig. 146. Vertical 
Façade Section 

Scale 1:50

179
Double layer Accoya® 

Timber Facade
4 x 180 [mm] x 80 [mm] 

laths

ETFE with adaptable
sunshading

Suspended t imber f loors
At each  suspension point 

with two steel  bars

Steel  ‘superf loors’
Castel lated HEM 600’s



180 Figure [f 147] shows a horizontal detail of the facade, figure [fx148] does this in the vertical plane. 
What can be clearly seen is the facade ‘line’ in the structure, having exposed Accoya® timber on 
both sides.

Details

Fig. 147. Horizontal 
Façade Section 
Scale 1:10 
(interior is 
upside)

Accoya® Timber Laths 180 x 80 
[mm]
- inter ior  lath,  l ight f in ish (when 
possible untreated f i re wood)

Aluminium prof i le 
for ETFE & Rainwater

Patterned ETFE
for sun-shading

ETFE

HR +++ Glazing

Accoya® Timber Laths 180 x 80 
[mm]
- Accoya® Shear lock

Accoya® Timber Laths 180 x 80 
[mm]
- Exter ior  lath,  darker f in ish
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Fig. 148. Vertical 
Façade Section 

Scale 1:10 Left is 
interior right is 

exterior

ETFE

Patterned ETFE
for sun-shading

Accoya® Timber Laths 180 x 80 
[mm]
- Exter ior  lath,  darker f in ish
- Accoya® Shear lock
- inter ior  lath,  l ight f in ish (when 
possible untreated f i re wood)

Aluminium ETFE prof i le



182 Figure [f 149] shows the roof connection detail which will be a prefabricated cnc-milled timber 
edge beam. Cnc-milling is performed in order to answer to the multitude of requirements of 
structure, building physics and structural engineering. For instance a spring needs to be embedded 
in the edge beam to guarantee constant pre-stress in the facade structure.

Fig. 149. Detail of roof 
edge, scale 1to20

ETFE

Patterned ETFE
for sun-shading

Spring to maintain
constant pre-stress

Gutter

Edge-beam
Accoya® Timber

Embedded Steel  plate

Accoya® Timber Laths 180 x 80 [mm]
- Exter ior  lath,  darker f in ish
- Accoya® Shear lock
- inter ior  lath,  l ight f in ish (when 
possible untreated f i re wood)



ETFE

Patterned ETFE for sun-shading

Gutter

Cast in Situ Concrete f loor

Accoya® Timber 
Edge-beam

Insulat ion

Spring to maintain
constant pre-stress

Suspended Cei l ing

183Figure [f 150] is a detail where the facade meets with the edgebeam at the lobby on level +1. Below 
the edgebeam is the transition of ceiling to canopy structure, both in Accoya® timber.

Fig. 150. Detail of 
intersection of 
facade, ceiling 

and canopy Scale 
1to20
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Conclusion

This thesis has investigated the hypothesis that a judicial building as a that of a supreme court 
can also suggest an architecture of lightness. Serving the purpose that through the suggestion 
of lightness, the apparent disconnection between the institute, its surroundings and society is 
decreased. And that answers are given on how a contemporary judicial building should represent 
justice and sustainability.

In part 1 a disconnection is observed in the design of governmental institutions. The idea of 
‘disconnection’ is defined, with the help of the case study the ‘Mastodon’ [p 22]. The disconnection 
is defined in terms of the use of space and what seems to me a heavy appearance and load bearing 
structure of the building [p 28]. The maxim of Ockham’s razor is applied to suggest an opposite as 
described on page [p 30].

The literature study in part 2 gave a set of tools from theories of interaction and lightweight design 
that are applied in the eventual architectural design to construct an architecture of lightness.

Lightness as an architectural concept is defined in part 3 [p72] and is tested with the concept of 
justice. In this part I conclude that the concepts of justice and lightness are similar.
It is found [p78] that  contemporary values described as ‘transparency’ in a Dutch scientific report 
seem applicable as well. I describe that lightness can be the new ‘transparency’ since their sharing 
factors are ‘exposure’ and ‘efficiency’. I suggest that with the concept of lightness there is no 
discussion on the ‘myth’ of ‘architectural transparency’ with the use of glass.

Coupling lightness to sustainability [p83] is more straightforward and in terms of structural 
engineering often done by Sobek and others as it suggests an efficiency and economy in terms of 
material use and use of energy.

Concluding, both concepts of justice and sustainability can be represented by the concept of 
lightness in the design for a new Supreme Court in Brussels, Belgium.
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Discussion

My suggestion is that lightness can tell us something new about justice and sustainability as to how 
both concepts relate, which is a chiasmic relation. I wanted to give literal built form to the chiasmic 
relation of justice and sustainability with the concept of lightness. Even more importantly, what 
this relation can look and be like. 

In the design an attempt is made to construct a suggestion of lightness through three principles. 
Firstly principles of interaction are used to  break down the judicial ‘block’. Through this process 
a higher order of interaction between different programs is the driving force, by bringing program 
closer together and intensifying human interaction.

Secondly, principles of lightweight design are applied to reduce embodied energy and CO2 levels. 
These principles vary from applying ‘geometric action’ to form spatial load paths (shells & nets) to 
demountability and material selection.

Thirdly, a language of shape and materials is used that intends to give an experience of “lightness” 
for visitors. At the same time this particular language of shape answers to requirements of the site 
and forms an attempt to give unity to the design. The language of shape incorporates both theories 
of interaction and lightweight design and intends to deliver a “in-between” in the form of winter 
gardens that not only delivers a nice picture but serves as a space for interaction, thermal buffer 
and as ventilation ‘shaft’ using the up-draft effect. In that way installations and insulating barriers 
can as well be made, smaller and lighter.

In the materials selection  I deemed timber more desirable since I believe it better fits the concept 
of ‘lightness’. Timber, contrary to steel or aluminium is a warmer material, its surface is softer as 
well. In the lobby and the courtroom is searched for a contrast between the “heavy” concrete walls 
and “light” filigree timber facade, in an attempt to exaggerate the experience of lightness.

Previous paragraph considers lightness in the sense of a design intend, but how is lightness reflected 
in the actual design results? The results most representative for the design are those of architectural 
perspectives, sections, plans and details. My feeling is that the concept of lightness is best reflected 
on the floor plan of level 7 on figure [f94] which shows an example layout of an open office plan, 
The plan shows the filigree tectonics of the facade compared with the steel cores, steel gravity 
columns and steel tension rods from which the floors are suspended. Secondly the sections of figure 
[f 102, f 103], in my perception show the resulting lightness in terms of relations of structure, 
space and users as outcomes of principles of interaction and lightweight design. Finally the renders 
show the intended lightness through the buildings language of shape and materialization.



This section is left out in the public version.
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Reflection



This section is left out in the public version.
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